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3. Summary (Abstract) of PhD research proposal 
This should be not more than 200 words and not less than 75 words.  
 
The study will focus on the energy of some graphs associated to finite groups. For this 
reason, we generalize the concept of coprime graph of subgroups of a group into two 
different ways. Also, we try to study some unsolved problems related to energy of graphs.  
 
4. Introduction                                                                                                                                                         �                                                                                      پ�شه 
To be completed by the primary supervisor: an overview of the proposed research project, 
focusing on the background of the project and rationale for the research. 
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The study of graph theory has actually begun many years ago. There are many real-life 
problems that can be related to graph theory. One of the problems is the electric network 
which was discovered by Kirchoff in 1847.  From the electric network’s problem, Kirchoff 
developed the basic concepts and theorem related to trees in graphs. To solve the system of 
simultaneous linear equation which gives the current in each branch and around each circuit 
of an electric network, Kirchoff replaced each electrical network by its underlying graph. 
Marcus stated that a graph consists of points which are called vertices, and connections 
which are called edges, which are indicated by line segments or curves joining certain pairs   
of vertices. In 2021, Ivan Gutman introduced the Sombor index and studied some of its 
mathematical properties. Also, many mathematicians studied properties of Sombor index. In 
addition, there are many researches which relate both the group and graph theory. 
For a graph Γ on n vertices, the energy E(Γ) of Γ is defined to be the sum of the absolute 
values of the eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix, A(Γ), of Γ. In this project, we study and 
generalize the concept of the coprime graph of subgroups of a group, introduced in [5], into 
two different ways which help to determine the scope of the study. We study some 
connections between algebraic properties of a group and graph theoretic properties of its 
generalized coprime graph of subgroups of a group. Also, the energy and Sombor energy of 
the generalized coprime graph of subgroups of a group will be studied. Furthermore, we try 
to discuss some unsolved problems related to energy of graphs.   
5. Research objectives 
Clarify the research objectives and planned methodology to meet the challenges of the 
project. Include details of the research plan and relate to the previous work carried out by 
others. 
The objectives of this research are to: 

1. Study the graph properties of the Coprime graph of subgroups of a group introduced 
in [5]. 

2. Study the energy of the Coprime graph of subgroups of a group 
3. Generalize the definition of the Coprime graph of subgroups of a group into two 

different ways and interplay between their properties with algebraic properties of 
groups. 

4. Study the energy of the Generalized coprime graph of subgroups of a group 
introduced in part-(3). 

5. determine some topological indices, especially Sombor index, of the Generalized 
coprime graph of subgroups of a group introduced in part-(3). 

6. determine polynomials related to topological indices, especially Sombor index, of the 
Generalized coprime graph of subgroups of a group introduced in part-(3). 

7. Study some unsolved problems related to energy of graphs. 

6. Methodology and data collection 
In this section the supervisor should describe the methodology of the proposed research  
 
  Some basic concepts in graph theory and group theory are included. Computer algebra 
system GAP (Groups, algorithms and programming) and MATLAB are required for this 
project. 
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7. Scope and limit to the research  
Details of anticipated problems and proposed resolutions 

 
The research focuses on the graph theory in groups. The groups considered in this study are 
finite groups, such as dihedral group and quaternion group. Other than that, this study also 
focuses on a class of graphs. Graph properties of such class of graphs are obtained from the 
graph constructed. Topological indices and their polynomials are computed. Some unsolved 
problems related to energy of graphs will also be discussed in this study. 
 
8. Duration and timeline 

 
6 months to read and understand previous studies. 
6 months to make the required derivatives. 
3 months to make GAP(MATLAB) programs. 
6 months for computation and application. 
3 months to write the theoretical part. 
3 months to write the application. 
3 months to write conclusions, recommendations, introduction and previous studies 
 
9.  Conclusions 
The project supervisor summaries the research objectives and clarify their expected findings; 
include why the research has scientific value . 
 

The properties of graphs for some groups are obtained. Topological indices of a class of 
graphs of some finite groups are determined, namely the coprime graph of subgroups of 
a group. Polynomials related to topological indices of a class of graphs of some finite 
groups are presented. Some unsolved problems related to energy of graphs will also be 
discussed in this study. 
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11. General notes :     بزان�تهەر 

گ
زان�ار��ە� گشیت د�کە کە سەر�ەرشت�ار بە گرن�  

 
1. The student needs to group theory, graph theory, GAP and MATLAB programming. 
2. The student obtains the exact specialization in algebraic graph theory. 

 
 
نهن لا�ه ندكردین پرۆ�ۆزەل لهسهپه  .12 � شی زا�سیت بهل�ی  

 
 1   : وەی كۆنوو� ك��وونهژمارە
: وەویت ك��وونهر�كه  

كرا    ند نهسهند كرا                               پهسهب��ار:                په  
  
 

نه ش شی زا�سیت بهناوی س�این و واژووی ل�ی  
 

 واژوو:        
نەىسهناوى      ش     شش                                                  مۆری بهبهزا�سیت  رۆ� ل�ی

 
 واژوو:        
 ش:                                                  رۆ� بهسهناوى     

13. 
/فا�ەڵیت نجومهن ئهلا�ه ندكردین پرۆ�ۆزەل لهسهپه � ین كۆل�ێی  

 
: وەی كۆنو� ك��وونهژمارە  
: وەویت ك��وونهر�كه  

كرا     ند نهسهپه       ند كرا                          سهب��ار:               په  
 
 

 واژوو:   
ش    :                                                                           مۆری كۆل�ێی ش  ناو را�ری كۆل�ێی

 
 

 :  . وەبك��تهڕ ) پوەك زمان (زماین ت����نه�ه نها بهته كهفۆرمه تكا�ه   تێبیین


